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January 29, 2012 - Jak se maj! Hi all! Wow, it's been two weeks since an update and I sure
do miss you guys! I kinda unexpectedly missed last week due to a little trip south (more on that
later) but I'm glad to be back. I hope everyone has recovered from the Packer loss! It's Sunday
evening and I'm just trying to get the update done before watching the Pro Bowl. That's my
penance as a Packer fan I guess... watching the Pro Bowl...
The weather is certainly a little more winter-like, but it sure isn't normal for January, not to
mention January is almost over and we've barely had any snow or severe cold. Very strange,
and we may still be in store for some nastiness, but I'm not complaining too much...
So the week before last the Weatherman calls asking about buying a "bookstore". As you may
know, the Weatherman and his sidekick have an online Amazon bookstore where they sell used
books. It's gone pretty well as a side job and they've done a pretty amazing job at going around
to used book stores, Goodwills, and thrift shops finding cheap old books, posting them online,
and then selling at a profit. Well, the Weatherman decides to investigate investing other online
bookstores that are for sale. His first "hit" was a bookstore in Michigan with 8000 books for
sale. The price was definitely right, but after considering transporting them and finding storage
for them, he kinda put that on the back burner.
So he found another one for sale in Chicago that had 1200 books. MUCH more manageable and
the deal was on. Of course, the call went out to "dad" to assist in the transaction. Well, as you
may well know, my old truck is not up for that sort of trip, so I made the call out to the FDA
Chairman to borrow his truck for the day. Thank goodness we did, as the books "barely" fit.
So after swapping trucks with the FDA Chairman last Saturday evening, Sunday morning my
lovely bride and I headed south for Milwaukee. We mad good time and arrived early, at which
time we had to consider where to bring two vehicles or if everything would fit in the truck. We
decided on the truck thinking worse case, he could go back down with his car at another time.
So we headed south of the border and found the guys place in Schaumburg. We went over to
his storage unit and started loading. Load we did, RIGHT UP TO THE TOP! We got every single
box in except the last, and that one we broke down and stuffed books into small open spaces.
After money was exchanged, we headed back to Wisconsin.
Now books don't appear to be that bulky or heavy, but they are. The FDA Chairman has a big
truck, a Ford F150, but even in that big machine you could feel the weight. Pretty cool... Well, we
made it back Milwaukee and started the unloading process. The boys got them up the stairs,
and the girls took them the rest of the way. It actually worked out pretty good and soon the job
was done. After a beer or two and a little football, we decided to head home as it had started to
"ice" in Milwaukee. Not rain or snow... Ice! Yuck... Plus it was reported I-43 in Denville was
closed, so it was time to go...
Luckily, we made it home just fine, but still the potential of icy roads at any time makes even a

short drive like that pretty much a "white-knuckler". When I got home, I was pretty tired and
therefore the update was postponed...
The job was done and we had a pretty good time doing it. If you’re interested, the weatherman's
bookstore is at http://www.amazon.com/shops/reelworldbooks. I'm sure if you find something
you like, he can cut you a pretty good deal "and" save you on shipping if you're patient... Also, a
HUGE thanks to the FDA Chairman for the use of his truck! Could not have done it without you!
THAT was pretty much the highlight of my last two weeks... Other stuff?
Well, the toilet is fixed! I took a couple hours off on an early morning a few weeks ago and the
Chief and I had at it. It was a pretty big job, but it went really well. PLUS, IT WORKS!!! Actually, it
works better than it ever has since we bought the place, so that goes to show a little
maintenance can go a long way...
Saturday before we headed out to celebrate my blonde sister's birthday at Tucson’s and had a
really nice time. Multiple "little ones" including Noah, Adalyn, Quinn, and Madison makes these
events even more fun than they used to be with just the adults. Well, different fun I guess... But
it looks like the next generation should be a good one! After a great meal we headed over to the
Maoy's for cake and ended a great evening! Happy birthday sis!!!
Football... still can't believe the Packers lost... To add a little salt, we have ANOTHER Giants
/Patriots Super Bowl. Yuck, as I dislike them both... But I'll watch anyway, just like I'll watch the
Pro Bowl tonight. You have to take the good with the bad...
I mentioned the neighbor's PC I was working on a few weeks ago... Well, it’s finally done and
delivered... At least I hope it’s done. It appears the hard drive was bad, but it was a REALLY
weird kinda bad and I struggled with it for a while, but finally isolated it to that. I'm just really
hoping there isn't something bad in the system "killing" the hard drive. But the new one is
working great and they are happy... Keep your fingers crossed!
The President and I picked up sausage a few weeks ago and I've been eating it ever since. I
"cure" it a bit longer by hanging it in the basement for a week and it's "exactly" how it like it
now... Just kinda dry and hard, but not so you can't cut it. It's good too!!! At least I think so, and
since I paid for it, that's all that matters...
Zumbo called about his church's "Wild Game Feed" coming up in March and I sent out the
invite to see who in the BBC is interested. So far it's just me, The President and Zumbo, but if
you're interested, just let me know. Can't wait... With those two, it will be a BLAST!!!
Work continues to be really busy, but there's good news to report. We're growing again! We've
added another network engineer to the staff and he starts tomorrow. This guy is REALLY
REALLY REALLY sharp and should be a huge addition to the staff. I'm looking forward to
getting to know him and working with him going forward. Hopefully he helps alleviate the
"business" in the short term, and then helps make it worse again requiring more growth. We
shall see...
I think that kinda covers the news, so let's have a cocktail to end the week... Or is it to start the
new week? Either way, here's this week's menu...
30 Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Birthday (1882). Raise one to the drunkard who whipped
up on Prohibition, the Depression and the Nazis. Wet gin martinis with a lemon
twist.
31 National Brandy Alexander Day. Think the brandy distillers had anything to do

with this one?
Brandy Alexander
1 1/2 oz brandy
1 oz dark creme de cacao
1 oz half-and-half
1/4 tsp grated nutmeg
Shake the brandy, creme de cacao, and half-and-half with ice. Strain, garnish with
nutmeg.
1 Boris Yeltsin’s Birthday (1931). Doing multiple shots of vodka on stage was one
of his populist campaign tricks. Chilled double Stolis.
2 Groundhog Day. If he sees his shadow, get loaded. If he doesn’t see his shadow,
get loaded.
The Shadow Knows
1 oz black sambuca
1 oz Bailey’s Irish Cream
1/2 oz Bacardi 151 Rum
Layer Bailey’s over sambuca. Top with Bacardi.
3 Heroes Day (Mozambique). “Claret is the liquor for boys; port for men; but he
who aspires to be a hero must drink brandy.”—Samuel Johnson. Heroic amounts
of brandy.
4 The Bacardi Distillery is founded in Cuba (1862). There’s a bat on the label
because bats would pass out in the distillery’s vats. Bacardi and Coke.
5 Bob Marley Day (Jamaica). Touch base with your weedhead buddies. Red Stripe.
Gin martinis with lemon twist? Never tried that, but I have no lemons that twist, so I'll pass for
now... Nothing else too interesting, so I may just have a beer with the game... Maybe I'll have a
shot of Sambuca every time the announcers mention how some player is the "greatest" ever...
Nah... I'd be passed out by the end of the half...
So Ground Hog Day is this week... With this crazy winter, he may come out in swim trunks and
shades!!! I'll have to check in with the FM and see what "his" groundhogs predict...
Not much else is going on... Lots of work... Some church stuff... Nothing else comes to mind...
Certainly nothing fun, but perhaps I'll have to start thinking about scheduling the annual Fish
Camp Meeting! That’ll be fun... Better write down a reminder before I forget... done!
Well, since I'm drawing a blank, I might as well go watch some football... But before I crack that
first beer, a few words of wisdom for the junior members...

"The man who does not read good books has no advantage over the man
who cannot read them." ~ Mark Twain
Very profound... and therefore true!
As Red would say, "Keep your stick on the ice"!
curtamous

January 16, 2012 - Jak se maj! Happy Monday everyone! Well, I doubt its a very happy
Monday here in Packerland, but you do what you can...
Can't believe it, but I forgot to mention another birthday this week. My blonde sister turns
another page this week so if you see her, be sure to buy her a drink and wish her a great day!
Happy Birthday Connie!!!
Also, Happy MLK Day to all... No bunny hunting today, but I do have visions of rabbits in my
head...
Back to your regularly scheduled programming...
curtamous

January 15, 2012 - Jak se maj! Packers lose... What a HUGE bummer... Pretty hard to
believe, but when I saw that Hail Mary touchdown to end the half, I knew it wasn't to be... Twice
Hail Mary passes doomed the Badgers (well, the OSU game wasn't really a Hail Mary, but you
know what I mean) and it was an omen too hard to ignore... Plus the Packers played really
poorly... Too bad after a GREAT season... Well, here's to Next Year!!!
With the loss, not much of an update...
But I do want to make a shout out to the BBC Comptroller who celebrates his birthday
tomorrow... Adam, Happy Birthday and have yourself a great day!
Adam's birthday also marks the anniversary of Ma and Pa Nelson... Or is it the other way
around? Anyway, they would have been married... Let's see... Well, a LOT of years...
Got a funny story from the Librarian this week... Figured I better post it before I forget...
As a bagpiper, I play many gigs. Recently I was asked by a funeral director to play
at a graveside service for a homeless man.
He had no family or friends, so the service was to be at a pauper's cemetery in the
Kentucky back country.
As I was not familiar with the backwoods, I got lost and, being a typical man, I
didn't stop for directions.
I finally arrived an hour late and saw the funeral guy had evidently gone and the
hearse was nowhere in sight. There were only the diggers and crew left and they
were eating lunch.
I felt badly and apologized to the men for being late. I went to the side of the grave
and looked down and the vault lid was already in place. I didn't know what else to
do, so I started to play.
The workers put down their lunches and began to gather around. I played out my
heart and soul for this man with no family and friends.I played like I've never
played before for this homeless man.
And as I played 'Amazing Grace,' the workers began to weep. They wept, I wept,
we all wept together. When I finished I packed up my bagpipes and started for my
car. Though my head hung low, my heart was full.
As I opened the door to my car, I heard one of the workers say, "I never seen

nothin' like that before and I've been putting in septic tanks for twenty years."
Not even hard to believe... Especially from an Irishman...
In case you're REALLY down about the Packers, I better post th drink menu for the week...
16 US Prohibition begins (1920). AKA What the Hell Were We Thinking Day.Rum
Runner.
17 Benjamin Franklin’s Birthday (1706). “Beer is proof that God loves us.” Anchor
Liberty Ale.
18 Festival of Women as Cultivators (Persian). Bet the ladies were excited about
this one.
Farmer’s Cocktail
1/2 oz dry vermouth
1/2 oz sweet vermouth
1 oz gin
2 dashes bitters
Stir ingredients with ice, strain.
19 Neon advertising sign patented (1889). Never again would drunks wonder, “Is
that a bar?” The first alcohol you see advertised in neon.
20 International Hat Day. Your chance to finally wear that fedora in public.
Mad Hatter
1 oz vodka
1 oz peach schnapps
1 oz lemonade
1 oz Coca-Cola
Shake with ice, strain.
21 National Hugging Day. Don’t forget to hug your toilet at the end of the night. Get
acquainted with the liquor you hate the most.
22 Lord Byron’s Birthday (1788). “Man, being reasonable, must get drunk; the best
of life is but intoxication.” Brandy.
With the way I feel after today's loss, there's not a one that doesn't look good... But I hope the
streak ends before Saturday... I REALLY hope not to get mixed up with any Extra Sharp Ginger
Brandy...
But I may go try one of those "Farmer Cocktails" after I'm done posting this update... A day
early, but who's counting...?
Hope it snows this week so I can play with the snowblower some more... Maybe that will take
the "sting" away... Otherwise its just work, work, work...
You know what? I'm out of here... But before I go, a few words of wisdom for the junior
members...

“You can't always get what you want
You can't always get what you want
You can't always get what you want
But if you try sometimes well you might find

You get what you need..."
~ Rolling Stones
"There can be no deep disappointment where there is not deep love." ~
Martin Luther King Jr
The MLK quote, especially since its MLK Day tomorrow, is certainly more appropriate...
As Red would say, "Keep your stick on the ice"!
curtamous

January 08, 2012

- Jak se maj! Hi everyone... Coming to you on a somewhat quiet Sunday

evening... Not a lot going on, there hasn't been a lot going on, and there's not going to be much
going on in the near future. Other than football, it’s pretty quiet...
Speaking of football, no update on the Packers this week with the first round bye, but they do
get another attempt by the Gi-Ants to knock them off. I'm not too worried, but that's probably
bad... I don’t want to jinx it, but I see the Packers winning and the Saints falling to the 49less in
San Fran next weekend. Then the Packers beating the 49less in in Lambeau and on to the
Super bowl. Kinda like it was in '96... We'll see...
Hope it’s not like the Rose Bowl last week with the Badgers again falling short. Better than last
year, since at least the Quacks are a good team and just shredded the Badger defense, but still
pretty disappointing... I think these last two years were a "peak" event and we might be in for
some leaner times. But you never know...
Got new tires for the Chief's car this week, but found more issues that need to be addressed
before we can get the front end aligned. Plus, they opened the driver window, which I guess is
standard procedure so they don't lock the keys in, and the darn window wouldn’t shut. I guess
it’s happened before, so they couldn't do much with it. I finally took a look after Googling the
issue and it’s probably got a short or bad wire/connection going from the door to the harness.
Well, at least I got the window shut after banging on various areas, so at least he won't have to
drive with the window open anymore... This week we hope to get that and the alignment
addressed.
While we're on bad news, I have a leaky toilet. Yuck! It appears that one of the tank bolts is
leaking, or maybe the seal from the tank to the base. So I headed to town and hit a couple Man
Malls to get supplies to I can try to tackle it myself. I also picked up a "two phase" flusher that I
might try to install. Small flush for liquid, large flush for solids. Supposed to save money, and
with my water bill getting larger and larger, I think it might be worth the $25. I hope to tackle the
project one day this week... I want to do it during the week "just in case" it’s a major issue and I
need to call in a plumber. We only have one toilet, so it’s kinda critical... :-) We shall see...
Got to see The President this weekend as our venison was done. I picked him up and we
headed over to Village Meats and got our sausage and brats. LOTS OF THEM!!! If you want to
try them, drop me a note or stop by... I have 8 sticks of sausage and probably a dozen packages
of brats. Should be good at least!!! Maybe I'll make some up next weekend... I have the sausage
hanging "to cure a little more" per the butcher's recommendation, so that'll be ready to try then
too...
Not much else from The President, other than we have another ~40 lbs. of venison to process.
We're thinking late summer/fall to get that done so we have some for wood making and deer
camp... Hope that turns out... Otherwise, we're both behaving for the most part...

Heard from my old buddy Dan from Waunakee this weekend. I haven't seen him in years... 15
probably. I used to curl with Dan and we had some pretty great times. His kids were up in Green
Bay curling but we never hooked up. Maybe this summer we'll head down there to visit him...
Other than my stuff breaking, I've been busy around here too. Still working on a computer of
one of the "neighbors" from church, and it’s a doosey. So slow I can hardly get anything done
on it, but I'm plugging away at it. Starting to lose hope though... Also been researching an issue
with the SEC-Transportation's PC at home and I still don't have that figured out yet either...
Jeez!!! Well, I'll just keep at it...
It doesn't help that work is so darn busy either...Well, busy at work is a good thing, but this
profession is really a commitment. Working 24x7 is no exaggeration. Been on call and I’ve had
one day in the last 5 that I "wasn't" paged between 1 and 4 am. That is the WORSE time to have
to wake up and try to think. As soon as your brain activates, it’s a pain to get back to sleep and
your whole day is shot. But, work is good, so I can't complain.
Haven't really been taking part in a lot of libation, but let's see what's on tap anyway!
9 Chingay Procession in Honor of Kwan Ying (Chinese). Best Chingay Procession
of the year. Trust me.
Procession of Pink Elephants
2 oz vodka
1/2 oz Midori Melon Liqueur
4 oz pink lemonade
Mix, drink fast, wait for the parade.
10 National Day of Loneliness. Elvis records Heartbreak Hotel (1956). Whiskey
sour.
11 First American discotheque opens (1963). Another gift from the treacherous
French. Harvey Wallbangers.
12 Jack London’s Birthday (1876). Answer the call of the wild. Yukon Jack Whiskey.
13 Blame Someone Else Day. Shift that accumulated shame elsewhere. Your
roommate's good scotch.
14 Sanford & Son debuted (1972). When you get your bar tab, pretend to have a
heart attack. Ripple.
15 Feast of the Ass (Roman). We’re 90% sure they were talking about a donkey.
Jamaican Ass-Kicker
2 oz Barcardi 151 Rum
6 oz chilled Jolt Cola
Pour the rum over ice, top with cola.
HEY! A holiday for the Junior Members! The Feast of the Ass!!! And the drink of the day doesn't
sound too bad... Never a huge fan of Jolt cola, don't even know if it’s still made, but I'm sure a
little 151 would spice it right up! Cheers!!!
Weather sure has been weird with temps in the 40's this week. Sure was nice walking the dog
this weekend though! Walking her in the winter months is usually a pain. Summer's not much
better, but I like walking her in the spring and all, especially on the walking trail here in Denville.
Nice to get out in the woods a little bit... Usually walking her in January is a system of 15

minutes of piling on 11 layers of clothes, 15 minutes of walking, and then 30 minutes of thawing
out. Not so today! Very nice out...
With the good weather I should probably try to get out and chase a few bunnies. We have a
couple I see all the time here in town, so maybe I'll just sit out on the back porch next weekend
and call it a hunt! But it would be more fun to head out to Zumbo's... We'll see what the work
week brings, but maybe I'll try to sneak in a little hooky someday...
Well, I'm sure there's a lot more going on, but I can't think of a thing... So off I go... But before I
do, a few words of wisdom for the junior members...

“Every ass loves to hear himself bray.” ~ English Proverb quotes
Quite true... You can hear them all the time... Especially down at the corner bar...
As Red would say, "Keep your stick on the ice"!
curtamous

January 02, 2012 - Jak se maj! Happy New Year everyone and welcome to 2012!!! I hope
everyone has rung in the New Year with style and is ready for a great year! As far as the
supposed Mayan Prophesy of 2012, it’s a bunch of bunk!

I had a great holiday for the most part. Christmas kicked off the eve of the eve at the Nelson
home with a bit of bar hopping in town, followed by opening presents at bar time and a VERY
late evening! We're "not" doing that again... Then on the Eve we went to Mass in Green Bay
with the in-laws and had a very nice night, including a fantastic spagetti dinner. Christmas
rolled around and had noon Mass at our little church and then on to the Sausage Stuffer and
Librarian's to celebrate Nelson style. TOTALLY AWESOME food and fun and a great time had by
all. We actually had a quiet night after watching the Packers at home due to the mother-in-law
being a bit under the weather. Really great holiday.
Didn't get a lot for Christmas, but the family was home and everyone was safe, so I got
everything I really wanted! I did get some good merchandise too, including a couple great
books, a cordless drill, new gloves, and assorted other gift cards and sundries. Overall, a pretty
good haul for me. No complaints...
But the day after brought the flu bug into the Nelson home and my lovely bride and I were both

down with the count for over a day. Took a bit to recover from that so it made for an interesting
and short holiday week.
New Years was pretty quiet. Had the in-laws over for games but everyone was gone and our
house was quiet, as usual, by the time the east coast rang in the New Year. So I celebrated
alone with my oil cans of Fosters. (Thanks to the weatherman!) But the Chief celebrated 2012 in
style and came home in pretty unique condition. He didn't feel too great New Year's Day!
New Year's Day brought us our first real snow of the year which made the trip to 8am Mass
really challenging! But we survived to catch the Packer game and took a trip in to town that
night to visit with the in-laws, again, but made it home early. Today is the "holiday" so I'm off
work, despite 3 calls already, and I am enjoying my day off. HAPPY NEW YEARS EVERYONE!!!
With the New Year, both the Attorney General and the FM Jr, who is now home from
Afghanistan, turned the page to 21 and now are both "legal". No word on their exploits to
celebrate, but I'm sure they did fine. On that note, a special welcome home to Joe! Word is he's
had his final tour so won't be going back into any combat type situations. Can't say how glad
you’re safe and sound and home with us again! Thank you Joe for serving!!!
Football's been pretty great with the Packers back on a mini-roll including a spanking of the
Bares and a great win over the Li-uns with stars resting to wrap home field. They "should" be all
set for a run to the Super Bowl, but they have to make sure they don't "stumble". It’s happened
WAY too often over the last 10 years, and I hope the Packers aren't victims. Go Pack!!!
Today we get to see if the Badgers can slow down that crazy Duck offense and wrap up with the
first Rose Bowl win in quite some time. I really "think" they should win, but I thought that last
year too, so I'm expecting the worst. We shall see... Go Bucky!!!
No word on the splitter other than its most likely dead... Hopefully the SEC-Transportation can
make a final diagnosis and then The President and I can decide what we want to do next...
Spent a LOT of money over the holidays, and it’s not over yet... The Chief needs new tires on his
car and that will go over $500... Hopefully that's the last expense for a while so my accounts can
recover...
Drank and ate really well over the holidays, expect for that respite during the flu, but let's see
what the New Year brings us:
2 Drinking Straw patented (1888). Fact: You get drunk faster if you drink through a
straw. Mind Eraser.
3 Sergio Leone’s Birthday (1929). Perfect day for a spaghetti western boozefest.
Italian vino.
4 Electric blender invented (1910). AKA Annoy the Bartender Day. Blender drinks.
5 Ulysses S. Grant elected president (1872). Fullbore drunkard seizes power.
Presidential Margarita
1 1/2 oz El Presidente Brandy
1 1/2 oz Cointreau
1 1/2 oz Tequila
Juice of 1 Lime
Pour ingredients into a large glass. Add ice and let sit while preparing drinking
glass. Rim glass with lime and salt, fill with ice and add a lime slice. Pour contents
of large glass into salted glass.

6 Anniversary of Jimmy Carter’s encounter with a UFO (1969). Swears he wasn’t
drunk. Crazy Horse Malt Liquor and a bowl of peanuts.
7 Flying V guitar invented (1958). Like musicians weren’t getting enough chicks
already. Vodka tonics.
8 Elvis Presley’s Birthday (1935). Hail to the King.
Hunka Hunka Burnin’ Luv
6 oz vodka
6 oz water
2 tblsp Cherry Kool-Aid
Combine and shake it like Elvis for 30 seconds.
So, do you know anyone that really "tested" to see if you get drunk faster drinking from a
straw? I wonder, but I'm pretty sure I'm too old to find out on my own... But I bet The President
knows...
Talked to The President a couple times over the holidays, but we never met up. (My liver
thanked me!) I did drop off a gift for him Saturday that Santa had left here mistakenly, but he
wasn't home so I got the chance to chat with the First Lady instead. Which was nice... We're
getting some venison made up into sausage and brats, so I'll let you know how that goes...
Otherwise, we're pretty much into the dead of winter with the holidays more or less over. Sure,
we'll have football for 6 more weeks, hopefully with the Packers winning out, but then it’s pretty
quiet for quite some time. Hope to get out bunny hunting this winter, but I say that every year.
Haven't spent much time up in the shop, so hopefully I get some projects going up there. I have
some planner boards to make for Skipper for lake fishing, so I gotta get those done. I also have
some other ideas for a couple projects, but I'm not sure if I'll tackle them over winter or not.
Probably depends a bit on work too...
So I guess that's it. After two weeks off, I was expecting more... But you get what you get...So,
before I sign off on the first update of 2012, a few words of wisdom for the junior members...

"New Year's Resolution: To tolerate fools more gladly, provided this does
not encourage them to take up more of my time." ~ James Agate
You hear that junior members? :-)
As Red would say, "Keep your stick on the ice"!
curtamous
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